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We report on a comparative study of the nuclear quadrupole interaction of the nuclear probes
180mHf and 181Hf(β−)181Ta in HfF4·HF·2H2O using time differential perturbed angular correla-
tions (TDPAC) at 300 K. For the first probe, assuming a Lorentzian frequency distribution, we
obtained ωQ = 103(4) Mrad/s, an asymmetry parameter η = 0.68(3), a linewidth δ = 7.3(3.9)%,
and full anisotropy within experimental accuracy. For the second probe, assuming a Lorentzian fre-
quency distribution, we obtained three fractions: (1) with 56.5(7)%, ωQ = 126.64(4) Mrad/s and
η = 0.9241(4) with a rather small distribution δ = 0.40(8)% which is attributed to HfF4·HF·2H2O;
(2) with 4.6(4)%, ωQ = 161.7(3) Mrad/s and η = 0.761(4) assuming no line broadening which is
tentatively attributed to a small admixture of Hf2OF6·H2O; (3) the remainder of 39.0(7)% accounts
for a rapid loss of anisotropy and is modelled by a perturbation function with a sharp frequency
multiplied by an exponential factor exp(−λ t) with λ = 0.55(2) ns−1. Whereas the small admix-
ture of Hf2OF6·H2O escapes detection by the 180mHf probe, there is no rapid loss of roughly half
the anisotropy as is the case with 181Hf(β−)181Ta. This loss could in principle be due to fluctuating
electric field gradients originating from movements of nearest neighbour HF adducts and/or H2O
molecules after nuclear transmutation to the foreign atom Ta which are absent for the isomeric probe.
Alternatively, paramagnetic Ta ions could lead to fluctuating magnetic dipole fields which, when
combined with fluctuating electric field gradients, could also lead to a rapid loss of anisotropy. In any
case, Ta is not an “innocent spy” in this compound.

Although 180mHf is not a convenient probe for conventional spectrometers, the use of fast digitiz-
ers and software coincidences would allow to use all γ-quanta in the stretched cascade which would
greatly improve the efficiency of the spectrometer. 180mHf could also serve as a Pu analogue in toxi-
city studies.
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1. Introduction

Isomeric nuclear probes for time differential per-
turbed angular correlations (TDPAC) have the advan-
tage that no nuclear transmutation occurs, i. e., no
electronic re-arrangement occurs in the atomic shell.
On the contrary, in electron capture (EC) decays, this
re-arrangement which is accompanied by the emis-
sion of Auger electrons frequently leads to so-called
after-effects, which are manifest, e. g., as a partial
loss of anisotropy of the γ-γ-cascade in question. For
β−-decays after-effects are not expected. In the fol-
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lowing, we will focus on nuclear quadrupole inter-
actions. There are three possible scenarios: (i) Nei-
ther the mother nor the daughter isotope is a con-
stituent of the compound under investigation; in that
case there could be doping problems as well as
impurity-associated effects. (ii) In case the daugh-
ter isotope is a constituent of the compound under
investigation, there could be doping problems only.
(iii) When the mother isotope is a constituent of the
compound under investigation, there are no doping
problems but the daughter isotope will be a foreign
atom.
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It is advantageous to have a comparison between
two different mother nuclei, one being an isomeric
state and the other one a neighbouring isotope, which
both feed cascades in one and the same daugh-
ter nucleus. A particular example is 111mCd and
111In(EC)111Cd. Drastic differences show up, e. g.,
when 111mCd and 111In are substituted for a divalent
metal like Cu in enzymes like the small blue copper
proteins. Since In is trivalent it might not even sub-
stitute for divalent Cu or the coordination geometry is
altered and after-effects show up.

181Hf(β−)181Ta was widely used to study the nu-
clear quadrupole interaction (NQI) in a variety of com-
pounds [1], particularly in Hf compounds. Since we
have a β−-decay and since the start level of the 133 –
482 keV cascade has a half life of 17.8 µs, generally
no problems associated with the nuclear transmutation
are expected. Nevertheless, it often happens that a part
of the anisotropy is lost within a few nanoseconds, fre-
quently faster than the experimental time resolution.
Unless a careful determination of solid angle correc-
tion factors is carried out using a liquid sample, e. g.
Hf dissolved in HF, this loss is difficult to ascertain
because it might be masked by minute inaccuracies in
time-zero determinations and data reduction. Thus it is
highly desirable to have an isomeric Hf probe for com-
parison.

180mHf is a candidate, however, a spectroscopically
demanding one. The half life of 180mHf is 5.5 h [2],
reasonably long, especially when compared to the half
lives of other common isomeric probes like 111mCd
(t1/2 = 84.6 min), 199mHg (t1/2 = 43 min), and 204mPb
(t1/2 = 66.9 min). However, the first excited Iπ = 2+

state has a half life of only 1.5 ns which means that de-
layed coincidences for about 10 ns are observable only.
An advantage is that the quadrupole moment is accu-
rately known. Thus, for a proof of feasibility, we have
chosen HfF4·HF·2H2O, a compound which is easy to
prepare and a system which exhibits very high electric
field gradients and an asymmetry parameter close to 1
where the 10 possible frequencies in the perturbation
function for I = 2 form two groups of closely spaced
lines [3]. Since the frequency resolution using this
probe is not good, this greatly helps in data analysis. A
further motivation for this choice is the fact that in pre-
vious studies of HfF4·HF·2H2O using 181Hf(β−)181Ta
as the probe, roughly half the anisotropy is lost within
a few nanoseconds and there is no explanation for this
loss [4]. The use of the isomeric probe will help to clar-
ify the situation.

2. Experimental

2.1. Sample Preparation

We neutron-activated 100 mg of HfO2 powder, en-
riched in 179Hf by 73.7%, in the research reactor
BER II at the Hahn-Meitner-Institut, Berlin, Germany,
for 20 min. The sample contained 20% 180Hf. We ob-
tained about 17 MBq of 180mHf and 1 MBq of 181Hf,
respectively. The sample was transported to Leipzig
where the preparations were carried out. The powder
was dissolved in excess 38% HF. With a small part
of the liquid we determined the effective anisotropy
with our 6-detector camera setup [5], as described be-
low. The liquid was allowed to dry slowly under an IR
lamp at about 40 ◦C. Several small colourless crystals
formed and were transferred to a closed polyethylene
sample tube in order to avoid a possible slow conver-
sion to HfF4·3H2O due to humidity in the air. After
about 5 h we added another crystal to the sample for
the TDPAC measurements in order to increase the co-
incidence count rate. No further characterization of the
sample was carried out because the TDPAC measure-
ment using 181Hf(β−)181Ta after 180mHf had decayed
allowed an unambiguous determination of the sample
composition based on previous studies [4].

2.2. Properties of the Nuclear Probes 180mHf and
181Hf(β−)181Ta and Theory

The excited states of the even-even nucleus 180Hf
are rotational excitations up to 8+ followed by an 8−
state at 1.1422 MeV with a half life of 5.5 h. In princi-
ple one could use the 4+ to 2+ transition with Eγ =
215.3 keV as start and the 2+ to 0+ transition with
Eγ = 93.3 keV as stop. Moreover, in this stretched cas-
cade, other coincidences like the 6+ to 4+ transition
with Eγ = 332.5 keV could serve as start with the 4+

to 2+ transition being unobserved and yield exactly the
same anisotropy, namely A22 = +10.2%. This is even
true if the 8− to 6+ transition with Eγ = 501.2 keV
is used as start, and both the 6+ to 4+ transition and
the 4+ to 2+ transition remain unobserved. Thus it
is tempting to allow all lines but the 93.3 keV line
as start signals. However, since all transitions preced-
ing the 93.3 keV transition are essentially prompt,
a multi-detector spectrometer with hardware coinci-
dences and router gets paralyzed because triple and
higher coincidences occur and cannot be routed cor-
rectly. The 8− to 8+ transition with Eγ = 57.5 keV as
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start signal would yield almost A22 = 17% – assum-
ing a pure E1 transition – but is not useful because of
poor time resolution properties and interference with
K X-rays at 65.35 keV. For these reasons we have cho-
sen the 501.2 keV (332.5 keV)(215.3 keV) 93.3 keV
cascade with the lines in brackets being unobserved.
This has the additional advantage that the time reso-
lution is optimized and Compton background interfer-
ences are absent. We obtained a time resolution of ap-
proximately 800 ps (FWHM), sufficiently good for the
present purpose.

The first excited state used for the determination
of the NQI has a half life of 1.5 ns and a nuclear
quadrupole moment of Q = −2.00(2) b [6]. The pow-
der perturbation function for I = 2 reads [3]

G22(t) =
1

35
[
10 + 2(1−α)cosω1t + 3cosω2t

+(2−α(1 + η))cosω3t +(2−α(1−η))cosω4t

+(2 + α(1−η))cosω5t + 3cosω6t + 3cosω7t

+(2 + α(1 + η))cosω8t + 2(1 + α)cosω9t

+ 4cosω10t
]

with ω1 = 6(α−1 − 1), ω2 = 6η , ω3 = 6α−1 − 3(1 +
η), ω4 = 6α−1 − 3(1 − η), ω5 = 6α−1 + 3(1 − η),
ω6 = 9 − 3η , ω7 = 9 + 3η , ω8 = 6α−1 + 3(1 +
η), ω9 = 6(α−1 + 1), ω10 = 12α−1 and α = (1 +
η2/3)−1/2.

Here, as also below, frequencies are in units of

ωQ = eQVzz/(h̄4I(2I−1)). (1)

Vzz denotes the largest component of the electric field
gradient (EFG) tensor in magnitude.

We did not use the G44(t) perturbation function be-
cause the anisotropy A44 = +0.0091 is small compared
to A22 and is further strongly reduced by solid angle
correction factors for our spectrometer arrangement
(see below).

The properties of the standard nuclear probe
181Hf(β−)181Ta are the following: the cascade 133 keV
as start and 482 keV as stop has an anisotropy of
A22 = −27.5%, the intermediate I = 5/2 state has a
half life of 10.6 ns and a nuclear quadrupole moment
of Q = +2.35(6) b [6], and the perturbation function
reads [3]

G22 = a0 +a1 cosω1t +a2 cosω2t +a3 cosω3t (2)

with a0 + a1 + a2 + a3 = 1 and ω3 = ω1 + ω2. All am-
plitudes and frequencies depend on η . For η = 1, ω1
and ω2 coincide and ω3 is twice as large.

The analytical formulae are too clumsy to be repro-
duced here [3]. Again, we restricted the analysis to
the G22(t) terms only because A44 is small and fur-
ther reduced by solid angle correction factors. The time
resolution for this cascade was approximately 750 ps
(FWHM).

It should be noted that the two nuclear probes
have the opposite order of start and stop quanta: in
180mHf we start with the high energy quantum and
in 181Hf(β−)181Ta with the lowest quantum (except
the X-ray line). Thus there is no interference be-
tween both cascades due to insufficient separation of
the 501.2 keV line and the 482 keV line as well as
Compton background from the 133 keV line in the
93.3 keV window. In other words, the delayed co-
incidences are recorded left and right of the t = 0
channel. We could gradually see the build-up of the
10.6 ns decay of 181Hf at negative times compared to
the 1.5 ns decay of 180mHf as their relative activities
varied. After the 181Hf had decayed we adjusted the
single channel analyzers to the start and stop lines of
181Hf(β−)181Ta to continue the measurement with this
probe.

2.3. TDPAC Spectrometer

We used the 6-detector TDPAC camera as described
elsewhere [5]. The detectors were equipped with coni-
cally shaped cylindrical BaF2 scintillators of 44 mm di-
ameter and 44 mm height. The cone angle was 2 ×
54.7◦ such that the six detectors, arranged along Carte-
sian coordinates, could touch each other thus mini-
mizing the source detector distance. As shown before,
under these conditions the information gain is opti-
mized [5]. The large acceptance angle guarantees the
registration of as many coincidences as possible (we
roughly cover 10% of 4π solid angle per detector); at
the same time the solid angle correction factors reduce
the theoretical anisotropy by about 50%. In the present
geometry we slightly increased the source detector dis-
tance for technical reasons and the reduction factors of
the anisotropy were determined by liquid samples.

3. Results

3.1. 180mHf as Probe

We performed two independent measurements
at 300 K for both cascades and obtained reproducible
results. In order to improve the statistical accuracy, the
data for the 180mHf measurement were added for the
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Fig. 1. Top: TDPAC spectrum of 180mHf in HfF4·HF·2H2O (left) and its cosine transform (right). Bottom: TDPAC spectrum
of 181Hf(β−)181Ta in HfF4·HF·2H2O (left) and its cosine transform (right). Note the very broad peak under the sharp ones.
Texture in the sample is revealed by the intensities of the double peak. There is a small foreign phase revealed by peaks
around 1.45 and 1.8 ·103 Mrad/s which is tentatively attributed to Hf2OF6·H2O.

least squares fit analysis. This was not necessary for
the 181Hf(β−)181Ta measurements. We started with the
determination of the effective anisotropy, i. e. the solid
angle correction factors, for 180mHf using a liquid sam-
ple. We obtained A22 = +4.5(2)% which means that
the solid angle correction factor is Q22 = 0.44(2). This
was reproduced by a second measurement of a new
sample. After that we took a few crystals and started
the measurement on HfF4·HF·2H2O. After about 5 h
we added about the same amount of activity in or-
der to improve the statistics. After 24 h we stopped

data taking with this probe. The time spectrum of
180mHf as probe (both experiments added) is shown in
Fig. 1 (top, left) together with its cosine transform (top,
right). The spectrum reveals two frequencies – in fact
two unresolved groups of frequencies – apart from the
time-independent hardcore. Due to pile-up problems
there was a small baseline shift which we subtracted
from the data. The first two channels are corrupted
by minute inaccuracies of the time-zero determination
and were excluded in the least squares fit analysis. The
spectrum is unambiguously fitted using (1) including
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Table 1. Hyperfine parameters for 180mHf in HfF4·HF·2H2O.
Parameter Assumed distribution

Lorentzian Gaussian
Aeff

22 (%) +4.96(11) +4.97(31)
ωQ (Mrad/s) 103(4) 105(6)
η 0.68(3) 0.66(3)
δ (%) 7.3(3.9) 16(7)
χ2 0.553 0.534

finite time resolution corrections with the parameters
listed in Table 1.

Least squares fits were performed assuming a
Lorentzian and a Gaussian frequency distribution. The
χ2 value does not help to differentiate between both
distribution functions. The χ2 values are small because
we fitted the entire range until 12 ns. In any case,
the two types of analysis give confidence in the fit-
ted parameters, the apparent discrepancy in the line-
broadening parameters is merely a result of the fact
that δ enters quadratically in the case of a Gaussian
distribution whereas it enters linearly for a Lorentzian
distribution. Both values indicate little line broadening.

3.2. 181Hf(β−)181Ta as Probe

After completion of the experiments with 180mHf we
continued the measurements with 181Hf(β−)181Ta as
probe. First, we measured the effective anisotropy us-
ing a liquid sample. We obtained Aeff

22 = −16.1(6)%
and thus got Q22 = 0.59(2). The activity was suffi-
ciently strong to get enough statistics within a few
hours. We then changed to the HfF4·HF·2H2O sample
and collected data for several days. The time spectrum
is shown in Fig. 1 (bottom, left) together with its cosine
transform (bottom, right). Again, we subtracted a small
base-line shift. It is immediately obvious that a sort of
beat pattern prevails which indicated an asymmetry pa-
rameter close to unity. It is also obvious that the initial
anisotropy starts at about −17%, as expected, but is
lost partly within the first few nanoseconds. In other
words, there is a rather broad frequency distribution
under the sharp double-peak with a significant area. A
least squares fit analysis gave the results listed in Ta-
ble 2 which are compared to those previously reported
in [4].

The values for χ2 are very similar and do not allow
to discriminate between the two distribution functions.
All fitted hyperfine parameters are practically the same
for Lorentzian and Gaussian broadening with the ex-
ception of the distribution parameter δ , the origin of
which was already discussed above. We allowed for a

Table 2. Hyperfine parameters for 181Hf in HfF4·HF·2H2O.
Parameter This work [4]
Assumed Lorentzian distribution:
χ2 0.98 ?
Aeff

22 (%) −18.2(3) −23.0(1)
Fraction 1 (%) 53.2(8) 62(1) (A), 55(1) (B)a

ωQ (Mrad/s) 126.69(4) 126.86(31)
η 0.9243(4) 0.927(1)
δ (%) 0.11(3)b 0.6(1)
Fraction 2 (%) 4.6(4) 15(1)
ωQ (Mrad/s) 161.8(3) 159.4(2.2)
η 0.762(4) 0.71(2)
δ (%) 0c 9(2)
Fraction 3 (%) 39.0(7)d not modelled
ωQ (Mrad/s) 109.3(3.7)
η 1e

δ (%) 81(3)b

Assumed Gaussian distribution:
χ2 0.953 not analyzed
Aeff

22 (%) −19.0(5)
Fraction 1 (%) 56.5(7)
ωQ (Mrad/s) 126.64(4)
η 0.9241(4)
δ (%) 0.40(8)f

Fraction 2 (%) 4.6(4)
ωQ (Mrad/s) 161.7(3)
η 0.761(4)
δ (%) 0c

Fraction 3 (%) 39.0(7)d

ωQ (Mrad/s) 112.2(2.9)
η 1e

δ (%) 81(3)f

a Two samples. b Assumed Lorentzian. c Assumed. d Accounts for
a rapid loss of anisotropy modelled by the associated parameters.
e Fixed. f Assumed Gaussian.

small shift of t0 which we attribute to small drifts dur-
ing the long data collection time. In addition, we no-
ticed that the line intensities differed slightly from the
values for random powder samples. This is attributed
to the fact that we used only a few crystallites which
could have led to preferred orientation (texture). There-
fore we allowed the amplitudes to adjust freely for
fraction 1. For the other fractions this extra freedom
was irrelevant. This had no effect on fitted frequen-
cies and asymmetry parameters but merely improved
the χ2 value. This effect would in principle also show
up in the 180mHf spectra but is much too small to be
visible there.

4. Discussion

To our knowledge, this is the first experiment us-
ing the isomeric nuclear probe 180mHf for a TDPAC
study. Apart from the proof of feasibility, the compar-
ison with the more common probe 181Hf(β−)181Ta al-
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lows to answer the question why part of the anisotropy
is lost within a few nanoseconds for the latter probe in
HfF4·HF·2H2O.

First, the results with the nuclear probe 180mHf
will be discussed. The observed effective anisotropies
A22 are slightly larger than the one obtained with
the liquid sample. Also, there is a small but non-
negligible frequency distribution which should be ab-
sent if all nuclear probes experience exactly the same
EFG. Both observations are likely related. We no-
ticed that the fitted linewidth increased with increas-
ing data collection time. Since we have no indication
that the sample changed during 24 h [and even several
days, as revealed by the subsequent measurement using
181Hf(β−)181Ta] we attribute this to a gradual build-up
of a prompt contribution from the 482 keV line in the
501.2 keV window and the K X-ray at 65.35 keV in
the 93.3 keV window. With this in mind, the effective
anisotropy Aeff

22 is probably slightly overestimated and,
hence, the fit requires a small damping. Within the ex-
perimental accuracy of about 5% we observe the full
anisotropy for the present geometry. With the nuclear
quadrupole moment for the 2+ state of Q =−2.00(2) b
and taking the average for ωQ from both lineshape
analyses we derive Vzz = ±8.2(5) · 1022 V/m2, where
the uncertainty in ωQ contributes the majority to the
error limits.

Turning now to the results with the nuclear probe
181Hf(β−)181Ta it is clear that the beat pattern cor-
responds to a well-defined phase which we identify
with HfF4·HF·2H2O based on previous studies [4].
Although Rickard and Waters [7] stated that the HF
adduct does not exist for hydrated HfF4, it is described
by Gaudreau [7] and we have monitored the slow
conversion from HfF4·HF·2H2O to HfF4·3H2O [8]. It
thus might have escaped the observation of Rickard
and Waters in case they stored their samples in hu-
mid air for longer periods. It constitutes, however, only
a bit more than 50% of all probe nuclei. The small
admixture of roughly 5% is tentatively identified as
Hf2OF6·H2O according to previous studies [4]. It is
barely visible as a small shoulder on the high fre-
quency side of the double peak and a small corre-
sponding harmonic around 1800 Mrad/s. It is not clear
whether this phase is formed right away from the be-
ginning or whether it gradually develops with time. In
any case, it would have been too small to be detectable
in the 180mHf spectrum. The quoted fractions have to
be taken with some precautions because the effective
anisotropy Aeff

22 obtained from the least squares fit is

slightly larger [−18.2(3)% for Lorentzian distribution
to −19.0(5)% for Gaussian distribution] than the value
obtained from the liquid sample [−16.1(6)%]. This
probably reflects to some extent that neither the Gaus-
sian nor the Lorentzian frequency distribution are com-
pletely adequate. In any case, it is clear that the discrete
component in the spectrum contributes only with about
half of the total anisotropy. It should be mentioned
that the present results are in excellent agreement with
those previously reported [4], both as far as the ob-
served frequencies and asymmetry parameters are con-
cerned as well as the observed fraction for the principal
component (see Table 2). The larger Aeff

22 in [4] is cer-
tainly due to the larger source-detector distance when
the standard cylindrical scintillators are used whereas
we used conically capped cylinders which allow a
shorter source-detector distance. The present sample
revealed a smaller broadening of the main component
and a smaller fraction 2 for the foreign phase. The main
difference between the earlier work [4] and the present
work is that the “missing fraction” was not analyzed
in the earlier work; the fit simply started later and the
accuracy was probably insufficient for further analy-
sis. As will be discussed below, we shall analyze this
missing fraction in more detail.

With the nuclear quadrupole moment for the 5/2
state of Q = 2.35(6) b and taking the average
for ωQ from both lineshape analyses we derive Vzz =
±1.42(4) · 1023 V/m2 where the uncertainty is practi-
cally given by the uncertainty of Q. When comparing
this result with that of the 180mHf probe we note that
the EFG at the Ta nucleus is about a factor of 1.73
larger than that at the Hf nucleus which is certainly not
explainable by different quadrupolar polarizibilities of
the ion cores (Sternheimer factors γ∞). It means that
the electron density around the probe nucleus is rather
different. Moreover, it could happen that the coordina-
tion geometry has changed after nuclear transmutation.
The rather large EFG suggests that the coordination
polyhedron is far from being regular. When comparing
the values for the asymmetry parameter, i. e. η = 0.66
and 0.9243 for 180mHf and 181Hf(β−)181Ta probes, re-
spectively, it is also unlikely that the bonds to fluo-
ride ions remain unchanged. This, however, can also
be true for the HF adduct and perhaps also for the two
water molecules, none of them forming a bond with
the metal. In this context it is interesting to note that
tetrafluorides of Ta are not known, but those of Nb [9].
In other words, after transmutation the Ta atom is in
unfavoured coordination.
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Fig. 2. Residual TDPAC spectrum of 181Hf(β−)181Ta in HfF4·HF·2H2O after subtraction of the discrete fractions 1 and 2
in an expanded view. (a) Fit with a perturbation function consisting of a static perturbation function with a broad frequency
distribution, multiplied by a common exponential factor exp(−λ t). (b) Fit with a perturbation function consisting of a static
perturbation function without frequency distribution, multiplied by a common exponential factor exp(−λ t).

This idea could possibly help in explaining why
roughly 40% of all probe nuclei experience an interac-
tion which was modelled by an extremely broad distri-
bution. The origin of the distribution could be a static
inhomogeneity or it could be due to a fluctuating in-
teraction. In order to discriminate between both possi-
bilities we subtracted both discrete components (frac-
tion 1 and 2) and analyzed the residual in more de-
tail. Figure 2 shows that the residual consists of a rapid
decrease of anisotropy, followed by a small recovery.
We fitted this residual with two types of perturbation
functions.

First, a perturbation function consisting of a static
perturbation function with a broad frequency distribu-
tion which is multiplied by a common exponential fac-
tor exp(−λ t) was used. In this case, we obtained δ =
0.74(2) for a Gaussian distribution and δ = 0.63(2) for
a Lorentzian distribution and λ = 0.0047(6) ns−1 and
λ = 0.0071(6) ns−1, respectively (see Fig. 2a). The fit-
ted frequency was ωQ = 116(3) Mrad/s, not too far
from that of the principal component. The asymme-
try parameter was kept fixed at η = 1. In other words,
most of the broadening is due to static inhomogeneities
and relaxation effects are rather slow.

An alternative way to fit this residual is with a
perturbation function consisting of a static perturba-
tion function without a frequency distribution which is

multiplied by a common exponential factor exp(−λ t).
We obtained λ = 0.55(2) ns−1 (see Fig. 2b), a relax-
ation rate two orders of magnitude larger compared
to the first approach. The fitted frequency was ωQ =
131(6) Mrad/s, again not too far from that of the prin-
cipal component. Hence, we require that the relaxation
is still in the slow relaxation regime, i. e., ωQτc < 1
with τc denoting the correlation time, but close to the
cross-over to the fast relaxation regime. This means
that τc should be of the order of 10 ns.

In principle it would be possible to discriminate be-
tween both cases by the inspection of the long-time
behaviour: for the first case, the anisotropy decreases
very slowly whereas in the latter case it goes to zero
rapidly. Unfortunately, due to the texture of the sample,
we had to allow for a freely adjustable “hardcore”, i. e.,
the time-independent part of the perturbation function,
and thus have no further criterion for the discrimina-
tion. The values for χ2 were also very similar for both
cases.

The second scenario requires one parameter only
whereas the first needs two and the origin of the broad
static distribution remains unclear. Both perturbation
functions are likely to be crude approximations to the
result for the correct relaxation Hamiltonian only. We
favour the second scenario because of the simplicity
but cannot exclude the first one.
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Since the start level of the cascade in 181Ta is long-
lived (17.8 µs) we require a steady state situation rather
than an irreversible process which immediately follows
the transmutation.

It seems possible that we are dealing with a fluc-
tuating EFG due to mobile HF molecules or H2O
molecules. If the EFG fluctuates in magnitude and ori-
entation with a rate of order 108 s−1 it could lead to a
rapid loss of anisotropy. The reason why we observe
two fractions could possibly be dictated by the ad-
ditional water molecules. In fact, there are wide sto-
ichiometry ranges for the water content in Hf-tetra-
fluoride [7], and we have noticed that the exact value of
the discrete fraction depends slightly on sample prepa-
ration, as observed before [4].

A natural consequence to test this hypothesis is to
carry out temperature-dependent studies. This has been
done in the temperature range from 77 K up to the
dehydration/decomposition temperature around 373 K
without getting a clear answer. There were small varia-
tions in the fractions and in the line broadening which
did not allow to extract activation energies for the pro-
posed processes. We only observed some line broad-
ening at 77 K. Thus we do not consider this a likely
process, especially in view of the fact that neither the
water nor the HF molecules bind to the metal.

It helps to discuss the fate of the Ta atom after
nuclear transmutation. We certainly had tetravalent
Hf(IV) and a high degree of ionicity, i. e., the Hf atom
has a closed shell configuration. After transmutation Ta
could either remain in a pentavalent state or capture an
electron to convert to Ta(IV). If the latter is the case,
a redox reaction together with hydrolysis could take
place of the type Ta(IV)F4+H2O→Ta(V)OF3+HF+H.
If the Ta atoms capture one electron and subsequently
convert to Ta(V) by the abovementioned reaction, the
discrete fraction in the spectrum would correspond to
the reaction product whereas the residual would cor-
respond to the host without redox reaction/hydrolysis.
Ta(V) occurs in about 55% of all cases whereas in the
remaining 40% the Ta atoms remain in their tetrava-
lent state with 5d1 configuration carrying a magnetic
moment. This leads to a rapidly fluctuating magnetic
dipole interaction combined with a rapidly fluctuat-
ing electric quadrupole interaction. The magnitude of
the fluctuating magnetic field can be estimated as fol-
lows. The magnetic field produced by a 5d electron is
−55 T [10] and the magnetic moment of the I = 5/2
state is 3.29 µN [6], which leads to a magnetic split-
ting of about 5.7 µeV. The magnitude of the fluctuating

electric field gradient can be estimated as follows. For a
5d electron we have 〈r−3〉 of the order of 4 ·1031 m−3

[11], which yields for a 5dz2 electron an EFG of the
order of 3 · 1022 V/m2. With the nuclear quadrupole
moment of the I = 5/2 state Q = 2.36 b we obtain
eQVzz/(4I(2I−1)) of about 0.2 µeV. In the fast relax-
ation limit we have an exponential loss of anisotropy
with a relaxation rate γ2 = 2ω2

Lτc for the magnetic case
and a γ2 = 100.8ω2

Qτc for the quadrupole case [12].
Here, ωL is the Larmor frequency. In the limit of
ωτc = 1 we finally obtain h̄ωL = 11.4 µeV and h̄ωQ
about 20 µeV. This means that both interactions are of
comparable strength. In fact the estimates given above
are about an order of magnitude larger than required
experimentally. This is not surprising regarding the
crude approximations made.

The question remains why about 40% of the
probe nuclei are subjected to this fluctuating mag-
netic field/electric field gradient and about 55% are
not. Whereas the formation of Ta(V)OF3 is probably
energetically favoured, its stability could be modified
if embedded as isolated defect in the HfF4·HF·2H2O
matrix. It is interesting to note that for HfF4·3H2O we
observe about 2/3 of a discrete signal and about 1/3
of the anisotropy is lost rapidly [8]. A previous
study [13] of this compound did not quote Aeff

22 , but
the spectra looked like ours and started with about
−15% anisotropy which, compared to assumed Aeff

22 =
−23.0(1)% as in [4], would also give about 2/3 of the
total anisotropy for the discrete component.

It should also be mentioned that there are many un-
explained observations with the probe 181Hf(β−)181Ta
in Hf/Zr compounds which may have similar origins.
(i) HfS2 revealed nuclear quadrupole frequency dou-
bling [14] which still lacks an explanation; (ii) HfSe2
exhibited a splitting and strong line broadening when
cooling to 10 K [15]; (iii) ZrS2 exhibited a very
strong temperature dependence of the EFG of the or-
der of 1 Mrad/s per 1 K and, upon cooling down from
1200 K, separated into two branches, one being close
to the original one and the other approaching more that
of HfS2 [14], thus suggesting disproportionation. In all
cases the axial symmetry at the probe is broken in cer-
tain temperature ranges although the host lattices have
a tree-fold rotation axis at the metal sites. These fea-
tures have previously been associated with lattice in-
stabilities around the probe atom. Based on the ex-
perience with the present study we now believe that
they are associated with the chemistry of the Ta im-
purity in these group IVb compounds which possibly
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includes features like disproportionation, metal-metal
bond formation, or paramagnetic centre formation, and
thus apparently is much richer than anticipated. The
situation with HfTe5 might be different because the re-
sistance anomaly as a function of temperature which is
accompanied by an anomaly of the hyperfine param-
eters can be suppressed by lattice defects [16]. Here,
we are dealing with bulk electronic effects, most likely
in the Te zigzag chain, and the impurity probe is not
responsible for the resistance anomaly.

Summing up, the comparative study of HfF4·HF·
2H2O with 180mHf and 181Hf(β−)181Ta as probes re-
vealed that 181Hf(β−)181Ta is not an “innocent spy”
as is commonly assumed. It would pay off to inves-
tigate more Hf compounds with both nuclear probes
sequentially, especially those where the observed ef-
fective anisotropy is too low. However, such investiga-
tions would be restricted to cases where the EFGs are
large. A cross-check would be an experiment with the
hcp metal Hf. It would have to be ultrapure Hf (say
< 100 ppm Zr) because there is ample evidence that
the Ta-Zr impurity pair leads to a broken symmetry at
the Ta site [17].

5. Outlook

As mentioned above, a multi-detector setup with
hardware coincidence and routing is paralyzed when

all quanta feeding the 2+ state were used as starts.
This difficulty can be overcome when the detector
signals are digitized with time stamps and the coin-
cidence and routing is performed by software. Such
a fully digital TDPAC spectrometer is under con-
struction and will be extremely useful for further
experiments with the new “spy” 180mHf. Moreover,
experiments with natural isotopic abundance seem
feasible.

In the search for a plutonium analogue,
181Hf(β−)181Ta in chelate complexes was used
for binding studies to transferrin [18]. In order to
mimic the interaction of Pu with biomolecules,
metallic or oxidic analogues would be much more
relevant than chelates. Here, 180mHf could turn out to
be useful.
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